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To the Honorable Senate

Pursuant to Pan the Second, Chapter I, Article II of the Constitution of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I am returning unsigned Senate Bill No. 1837, "An Act
Establishing an Extended Illness Leave Bank for Certain Employees of the Commonwealth

This bill formalizes the concept of sick leave as an unrestricted entitlement for state
employees. Although state employees currently have generous sick leave benefits, access to
Catastrophic Illness Leave Banks, and the ability to purchase long term disability insurance a
low cost, this legislation will provide state employees with an additional 120 "extended
illness" leave days at 100% of salary.

The individual circumstances of state employees who are seriously ill are in every case
compelling. In 1992, to address the catastrophic illness needs of state employees without
unduly increasing the cost to the taxpayers, this Administration issued Executive Order No.
335 providing for the establishment of Catastrophic Illness Leave Banks in each Secretariat.
Any employee can become a member of such a bank by donating one or more personal or
vacation days. Participants are then able to draw necessary time from the bank when ill. The
Catastrophic Illness Leave Banks are increasingly successful, and offer state employees an
extended illness benefit at minimal cost to those employees and virtually no cost to the
taxpayer. Similar banks bargained for collectively in the courts are also working well.

Because this legislation represents a vast departure from sound management policy in
establishing sick leave as an unrestricted entitlement, and affords state employees a costly
benefit that is unavailable to the majority of the taxpaying public, I have determined to retur
this legislation unsigned.

Respectfully submitted.

William F. Weld
Governor
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